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 My goal for using DRIVE has been to help our students become 
self-directed learners. We are doing this by changing our adult 
practices when interacting with students. DRIVE has helped our 
teachers learn to ask questions rather than telling them what 
to do. We are helping our students self-evaluate and make 
responsible decisions that lead them to being the students they 
want to be.

The educational thought leaders from DRIVE are ready to assist your classroom 
teachers in harnessing the Power of Our©. A unique blend of best practices and 
science-based principles the Power of Our© promotes student achievement by 
creating a positive culture that ignites intrinsic motivation and empowers the students 
to own their learning. DRIVE coaches will facilitate group workshops and individual 
coaching sessions with staff members to cultivate a “success identity” in all learners.

Teachers learn the science behind human behavior as researched 
by William Powers’ Perceptual Control Theory and William Glass-
er’s Choice Theory as well as the latest brain-research that demon-
strates the power of critical conversation and how to stimulate cer-
tain areas of the brain to maximize learning capacity. The results 
lead to stronger relationships, increased autonomy and discovering 
purpose which translate into higher student achievement and an 
authentic education. The Power of Our© can be implemented 
throughout your entire school and has also been customized to 
accommodate specific educator subsets such as beginning teachers, 
lateral entry educators or any teacher that needs targeted support.

To develop a school environment that promotes 
a “success identity,” teachers learn concrete 
practices that support a foundational shift in the 
learners’ mindset. The learner shifts from fixed 
to growth, from external to internal locus of 
control, and from a sense of isolation to a sense 
of belonging.  One example of a concrete practice 
is the keystone artifact found in any Power of 
Our© classroom a This is Us Agreement. This tool 
is used to effectively support desired behaviors 
by creating an agreement between student and 
teacher on the values level.  It also serves as the 
basis for unleashing student’s internal motivation 
through using self-evaluation.
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Bertha Caldwell, Principal at Alexander II 
(National Blue Ribbon School) Bibb County, GA

100 %

On a recent survey taken by teachers 
enrolled in DRIVE programs 

stated they were satisfied or 
extremely satisfied with their 

teaching experience.

In addition...

100% stated they are “proud of who 
I am as a teacher and excited about 
continuing to grow and lead success 

in my classroom and school.”



·        Unique blend of national best practices

·        Science-based research

·        Perceptual Control Theory

·        Student focused learning / teaching

·        Reflective practices
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Atmosphere of Trust and Mutual Respect

Teacher Working Conditions Survey

Teachers Feel Comfortable Raising 
Concerns that are Important to them

School Leadership Consistently 
Supports Teachers

Rose an 
average of 

20 points each

South Asheboro Middle School

33%
7%

NC DRIVE

with
DRIVE

Average Number of BTs 
that Leave Teaching

(in first 3 years)

average average

As a school and district administrator I was always 
looking for professional development and coaching for 
beginning teachers. The time and commitment required 
by me or my staff was always a challenge which created 
a gap between what beginning teachers need to know 
as they begin their teaching career and what I could 
realistically do to help them. DRIVE has helped meet 

some of these challenges and fill that gap.

Dr.A. Heath Belcher, 
Chief of Human Resources 
Lincoln County Schools, NC

As a Lateral entry teacher, the “education world” was a bit 
overwhelming and DRIVE helped me to focus on the kids and 
not the system. I feel I have somewhere to turn when I need 
encouragement or direction. DRIVE gives practical advice and 
ideas I can implement in my classroom easily and efficiently.

Scott Smith, First Year Teacher 
Asheboro City Schools, NC


